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MARRIAGES

Gladys Birk, 32, to Peter Cooper.

Divorce Emerson to Wallace MacIvor Conard.

Elizabeth Smith, 48, to John Heaven.

CALAEN

Wednesday, January 9

7:30 p.m. Fencing Meet. Gym. 5:30 p.m. The Webster lecture in History will be given by Prof. Gordon Craig of Princeton. His subject will be "Military Politics in Prussia and Germany."

Thursday, January 10

8:30 p.m. Mr. Peter Bachrach of the Political Department, who has just completed work with a Ford Foundation Fellowship, will return to speak during the S.D.A.-sponsored "Free Thought Week."

The topic will be "An Analysis of the Classical Theory of Freedom of Thought Valid in Modern Times."

Saturday, January 12

German Condition Examination

8:30 p.m. Square Dance in the gymnasium.

Continued on Page 3, Col. 5.
Mr. Berthoff Criticizes Winter Counterpoint

Continued from Page 1

f the Art, but that the point in par- particularly the balance is handa-

manned; the two paragraphs turn on "My Beautiful" view and the two which turn on "Why you have the Power to Follow" Amica!" These are recommended to the other contributors' acuity—and to Miss Minn. If only, too, sages they explain what is wrong with her attempt elsewhere to suggest a broken connection between broken sentence fragments.

Poetic Content:

There remain the pieces de la resistance—er, to any one who has been the least bit de resistance—the "Fragments from the Aardvark in the Apple Tree," in its author's least possessed manner. The title is a charming sea-
tobphony; surely the fragments are not a cut and dried muncher and snip. Happily, there is little munching and snipping in these poems, though there is some ten-
dency to speak with the mouth full. But the mouth is truthfully usually full of words, real and originating, and that is refreshing.

The work is a "scenario for a dance." Lacking (let us hope not forever!) the "taboos and the rules" we shall, we shall only comment on the poems. The threeroduce stamped from a dream of pre-history (by one of Finsmagan's sleeping sons) to a cele-
bration of the freedom to let its prin-

An American Council for National legislation and accepted; she is no more formidable nor do they have any recognition. They represent the stark beauty and the absurdity of the 'powers that be.' The light put out by C. W. W. is "conditioned, like the light in the photo-
studio," but some are enlightened, and some are not, because the thoughts are fatally saturated; and to them, once enlightened, institutional loyalties and once beyond Mr. Morris' spirited boot-
clops, they are liable to themselves not to give a hoot.

Bard's Eye View

By Claire Robinson, '54

Oh what is so rare
As a day in June
In this season of reading, Rye River, Book Bowl,
And stomp.

The heart would jump
In the doth, if it only could see one boy more.

But no, for papers

By the score have come to mess up dates, and weekends and we are more

X-MEN hoon large
Upon the sons

(That was a scream you heard, by

issuing from the padded 

halls of quiet smokers)

While poker face, fray shined,

bare faces,

full precision.

That Blue Book Blight has sprung again.
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Miss Gardiner's new 1200-page (for it is 1200 pages) book will be on sale shortly.
Continued from Page 1

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 31...THE MOUNTAIN GOAT

He thought they were trying to make him the butt-end of a joke when he was asked to judge cigarette mildness with a mere puff of one brand and a quick sniff of another. The fancy foot-work didn't daze him! He knew that the pinnacle of pleasure comes from steady smoking...and that there is only one test that gives you enough time to peruse conclusive proof. Smokers throughout America have made the same decision!

It's the sensible test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel on a day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments! Once you've tried Camel for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (of T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests...

"They can't kid me!"

"Campus leads all other brands by billions"
WALTER COOK
Watch Repairing, Clocks and Jewelry
Bryn Mawr Avenue

Before Freshman Shows
Everyone Goes for Clothes
from MARTIE'S

When cold winds blow
All of us go
To the coziest spot
For something tasty and hot!

THE HEARTH
Lancaster Ave.

Buy Your
Flowers
at
JEANNETT'S
Bryn Mawr

When you're "in a state" and won't function
Leave your work, gals, without compunction
Here you'll get renewed cheer and zing
To toss off that paper like any old thing!

THE COLLEGE INN

He had no wish but—
to be glad
Nor want but—
when he thirsted

Each frosty bottle of Coke is the answer to thirst... each frosty bottle is a bargain, too. Robert Burns would like that!

THE COLLEGE NEWS

Wednesday, January 9, 1952

CHESTERFIELD — LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

AT MISSOURI

The Bengal Shop

We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette by 2 to 1

SIGNED W. C. Harris
PROPRIETOR

2 to 1

because of
MILDNESS

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

(C)From the Report of a Wall-Known Research Organization
and only Chesterfield has it!